OFFICE OF THE
SPECIAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE :: SPECIAL BRANCH
ASSAM :: KAHILIPARA :: GUWAHATI-19.
AUCTION NOTICE
Sealed tenders affixing court fee stamp of Rs. 8.25 (Rupees eight and paisa twenty five) only are
invited from intending tenderers/parties for disposal in a single lot of under mentioned 29 (twenty nine) nos.
different types of condemned vehicles on as is where is basis at MT Branch of SB Organization on or before 3
PM of 18th May/2018 The tenders will be opened on the same day at 4 PM in presence of the tenderers or
their authorized representatives (if any) in the office chamber of the undersigned.
The following terms and conditions are laid down for submission/acceptance of the tenders:1. The sealed tender containing the quotation should be superscribed as a “Tender for condemned
vehicles” on the top of the envelope.
2. The tenderers shall deposit an amount of Rs. 60,000.00 (Rupees sixty thousand) only as security in the
form of NSC/Bank draft pledge in favour of Special Director General of Police, Special Branch, Assam
Payable at Guwahati along with the tender for the lots of 29 (twenty nine) nos. different type of vehicles
which will be returned to the unsuccessful tenderers and in case of successful tenderer, the security
will be refunded after lifting of the vehicles.
3. The tenderers should submit tenders quoting the Registration No. of all vehicles for which tender is
submitted and rate should be quoted against each vehicles both in figures and words. The tenderer
should quote the price of all the 29 Nos. of Condemned vehicles separately. Which should be
forwarded by an application addressed to the Superintendent of Police, SB (E), Assam, Kahilipara,
Guwahati-19 showing proper name and address of the tenderer. It is retairated that they should quote
the rate of all the vehicles, and non quoting of any one vehicle will render the bid disqualified.
4. The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any tender or part of the tender without
assigning any reason thereof and the decision of the undersigned will be final.
5. The tenderer may inspect the condemned vehicles at the premises of SB HQrs. during office hours on
all working days.
6. B.P. Plates and wind screens of all B.P. vehicles will be removed before lifting the vehicles.
7. Successful tenderers shall have to lift the vehicles from the premises of the SB HQrs. within 7 days
after depositing the entire value of the auctioned vehicles.
8. If the successful bidder fails to collect the vehicle within the stipulated time, the security deposit will be
forfeited and be deposited to the treasury without further notice.
9. The tenderers are to submit proof of their identity and address along with the tenders.
List of Vehicles:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

AS-01AJ-0052
AS-01AJ-0054
AS-01AM-0054
AS-01AH-9921
AS-01P-1657
AS-01Q-6505
AS-01P-1643
AS-01AA-0333
AS-01AK-0053

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

AS-01K-0028
AS-01Q-6501
AS-01Q-6503
AS-01P-1659
AS-01AK-0083
AS-01K-0021
AS-01AD-7142
AS-01AD-7145
AS-01AE-1766

19..
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

AS-01M-4402
AS-01M-4408
AS-01AE-1767
AS-01M-4409
AS-25A-0480
AS-01P-0049
AS-25A-1276
AS-01K-0931
AS-30-3242

28. AS-30-3228
29. AS-30-3229

SdSuperintendent of Police, SB (E)
Assam, Kahilipara, Guwahati-19.

